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Today’s Weather

Grad Interviews

Santa Clara Vaney: Cloudy
weather forecast today bx the
weather bureau ulth possible
showers 1111/1 afternoon. The
predicted high temperature for
toda)
approxhnately 57-65
degrees*. The ion temperature
foreeast for t ’ght will he
t 12-51 degrees. Winds
will he southerly, reaching
speeds of approximately 10-20
tulles per hour.
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Challenging, Exhausting

Faculty Group !Iry
Begins Fund
For Campaign

Prof To Review
Psychology Book
Nwinan Brow Os "Life Against
Death" will be reviewed by Gary
Albright, assistant professor of
philosophy, and tutorials staff
member, tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
in Cafeteria rooms A and B.
The work was first published in
1959 and is subtitled "The Psychoanalytical Meaning of History."
Albright joined the SJS staff
in 1963 after earning his B.A. at
Dartmouth College and his M.A.
at C.olumbia University.
Brown received his doctorate
in 1942 from the University of
Wisconsin iind at the book’s publication WAS a professor at the
University of Rochester.
In reviewing the book, Philip
Toynbee of The Observer, described it as "the most serious and
impressive attrmipt that I have
read to make use of Freudian
studies in the widest possible field
of hunuin thought."

Visitor Tells Rigors
Of Peace Corps Life

DO, RE, MI . . .A Cappello Choir members
practice for their annual spring concert which
starts tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall and will
be repeated tomorrow night. From left are
seven of 12 Choraliers, a group chosen from

A Cappello Choir: Raymond Castellino, Byron
Thomas, Karen Holmquist, Carol Tingle, Harold
Sundquist, Karen Krogh and Catherine Huntsinger.

Annual Spring Concert

A Cappella Choir Sings
SJS A Cappella Choir will present its annual spring concert tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall. A
second performance will be given
tomorrow at the same time arid
place. Admission is free.
The choir has sung with the
Santa Clara, San Jose and San
Francisco Symphonies and has
recorded three music library records. Organized in 1931, according
to Director William Erlendson,
professor of music, the choir
has presented a concert every year
except during World War II.
The Choraliers, a group of 12
singers selected from the choir,
will be featured at the concerts.
Choraliers recently sang at conventions of music educators and
recorded Christmas carols for a
national broadcasting company.
The Choraliers will sing Humphrey Searle’s "Song of the Birds"
and four sonnets.
Searle, an English composer who

Director To Discuss
International Program
Eastern culture and western education came in one package for
Miss Gale Hurley who describes
her year in Japan as "the most rewarding thing I’ve done in my
life."
’rhe International Students Pro-
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By FRANCINE MILLER
A fund campaign for a 16.2 per
cent faculty salary increase is
being launched by the Association
of California State College Professors lACSCP), according to the
Dr. Theodore J. Balgooyen.
Both ACSCP members and nonmembers will be given an opportunity to contribute to the fund,
which will be used to support legislators and legislation favorable
to the state colleges and their
faculties.
A payroll deduction plan for
ACSCP members will provide for
a minimum deduction of $5 per
month to be allocated to the fund.
Non-members may send contributions to Dr. Balgooyen, SD112, or
to Mrs. Grace Colson, chapter
treasurer, LN113.
ACCEPT GRACEFULLY
Chancellor Glenn S. DurnIce, in
his report to the governor and
the legislature, has asked for an
11.2 per cent increase in faculty
salaries. "But," said Dr. Balgooyen, "the 11.2 per cent increase
asked by the chancellor is not sufficient to make the state colleges
competitive with schools of equal
size and quality."
Dr. Balgooyen added that he did
not expect the chancellor or the
Board of Trustees to do much
more than "accept gracefully
whatever salary increase Governor Brown finally proposes."
Commenting on American Federation of Teachers (AFT) efforts
on behalf of collective bargaining,
Dr. Balgooyen said he personally
approved of its attempt 10 secure
the right of the faculty to carry
out negotiations with a responsible
governmental head.
LONG RANGE FLIGHT
"This, however, is a long-range
fight, and there :s an immediate
reed to solve the satiny crisis Vtt
over from Isst year’s failure to
secure a 15.8 per cent increase,"
Dr. Balgooyen stated.
As far as long-range planning
is concerned, Dr. Balgooyen felt
that the state colleges should be
provided for in the next revision
of the state constitution. "I think
a pmper constitutional provision
giving us a greater equality with
the University of California would
pass in a state-wide election," he
predict ed

Appointments for students
seeking haccalauratte degrees
In Iune and suntmer will be
acheduled I omor r ow and
Thursday. An appointment
must tw made for a personal
intcniew txith a graduation
clerk and major-minor forms
must be on file In the Registrar’s (Mice, ADMI02, before
the htteniew can be held.

gram in which Miss Hurley was
enrolled svill be described tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in CH150 by
Dr. Thomas P. Lantos, program
director.
Miss Lantos spent school year
1964-65 at the University of Waseda in Tokyo, Japan. Miss Hurley, an SJS graduate social science student, points to a broadening ef her outlook on art, music,
history, people and their customs
as one of the best features of the
pmgram. "You get so you think
taking off your shoes is the only
way of being clean," she laughed.
State college students enrolled
in the program live with Japanese
families. After teaming to sit on
the floor, cat raw fish and use
chopsticks, she says the effort
was well worth the trouble.
Classes in most general education areas are taught by American
and a few Japanese professors, she
says. bast year "about 30" students from the Great. Lakes College Association attended classes
with 19 state college representatives.
In addition to Japan, state college students may travel to
France, Germany. Italy, Sweden
or Taiwan on the program.
Applications for fall 1966 placement ere now open. Interested
shatents may arrange personal interviews following the talk.

was composer-in -residence at Stanford University, wrote "Song of
the Birds" two years ago. It is a
setting of a Hindu poem which
Erlendson described as "Short,
bright and dissonant."
French composer Darius Milhaud wrote the four sonnets the
Choraliers will sing. They are
derived from a group of sbc
sonnets which were composed secretly by Jean Cassou during the
German occupation of France.
Kept in solitary confinement by
Vichy authorities and having no
writing material, he composed 33
sonnets and memorized them.
"These poems do not describe
prison life. They do not lament
the loss of freedom, nor do they
represent an inner flight from the
prisoner’s condition, but a gathering of his faculties to resist solitude and anguish, to reconstruct
himself over and above hope,
despair and even contempt for his
jailers," the director said in his
program notes for the concert.
Byron Thomas, a senior music
major, will solo with Gretchaninoff’s "Nicene Creed." He is a
member of Choraliers and has
appeared in several campus recitals. Last year Thomas was soloist with the Santa Clara Phil -

Court Rules
Rights Law
Legally O.K.
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
Supreme Court yesterday unanimously declared Constitutional key
provisions of the 1965 Voting
Rights Law that nullify literacy
tests in six Southern states and
authorize federal agents to register Negroes to vote.
In the main opinion, Chief Justice Earl Warren said: "Hopefully
millions of non-white Americans
will now be able to participate for
the first time on an equal basis
in the government under which
they live."
Warren spoke for himself and
seven other justices. Justice Hugo
L. Black agreed with Warren’s
opinion on the Constitutionality
of the law, but objected to court
procedures set up for the Southern
states to obtain recon.sideration
of Justice Department action.
The momentous ruling came on a
test challenge to the law brought
by South Carolina and joined in
hy Alabama. Mississippi, Georgia,
Louisiana and Virginia.

harmonic in its presentation of
Bach’s "Magnificat."
The concert will include both
contemporary and traditional music. The selections on the program
are: "Wherefore is the light bestowed?," Brahms; "0 Nate Lux
de Lumine," Tallis; "Ave Maria,"
Stravinsky; "Exultate Deo," Palestrina; "Singet frisch und wohlgemut," Distler; "De Profundis,"
Pizzetti. and "Ye shall have a
song," Thompson

Work in the Peace Corps is
challenging and exhausting, Julie
Moore, said yesterday.
Miss Moore is one of five Peace
Corps recruiters presently engaged
in signing up SJS students for a
volunteer placement test. The
visitors, vvho will be on campus
until Friday afternoon, by noon
yesterday, already had received 40
applications.
"The first couple of days are
always the heaviest," observed
Miss Moore. Last fall, recruiters
signed up 96 SJS students for the
placement test.
The test itself is an hour and
one-half exam in general aptitude and language aptitude. There
is also an optional achievement
test in French or Spanish. "These
are not the most frequent languages used in the Peace Corps,
but they are the only languages
comrnon enough to give a knowledge test in," pointed out Miss
Moore.
Tests at SJS will start tomorrow and continue through Tuesday, March 15, in B7.
If an applicant is accepted, his
next step before assignment will
be an extensive and, as Miss
Moore confides, "an exhausting,"
three-month training period. In
these cruciai months before assigrunent the volunteer must learn
to speaic the language of the country he is to work in as well as a
native-born 12-year-old.
Work on the language takes up
from three to four hours a day,
with another four hours devoted

Honors Program Removes
Students Out of Masses’

to the study of American government and the politics and culture
of the specific area of assignment.
Miss Moore wa.s graduated from
Fisk College in Nashville in 1961
and entered the Peace Corps in
1962. She served at the BemleY
Mission in Clay-alhland, Liberia,
until 1964.
After completing her work as a
volunteer, Miss Moore began
graduate work at Howard Uni-

versity, Washington, D.C. As her
thesis, she wrote on teaching impoverished high school children in
the Washington, D.C., area.
"Actually the factilities I had
to work vvith in Liberia were much
better than the ones in Washington," she said. "The overseas work
was probably more challenging,
because it came first. Anyway, I’m
glad I got to do both," she concluded.

Forum Panel Makes
Automation Inquiry
By CHARLOTTE WONG
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Friday’s Open-End Forum was
marked by good-natured sparring
of its faculty panel, and earnest
inquiry by panel and audience into
the ultimate direction of technology and society.
To the pleasant surpise of Bob
Pierce, forum chairman, some 250
students and faculty jammed into
E132 to hear a discussion of
"Education Automation" by scholare-in-residence R. Buckminster
ster Fuller and three other instructors.
Sponsored by Tau Delta Phi,
honorary scholastic fraternity, the
three-and-a-half-hour program was
broadcast by KSJS, campus radio
station.
Moderated by David Hatch, assistant professor of art, the discussion began with seven-minute
remarks from each of the panelists, followed by a question-andansvver period.

for further exploration, he commented.
The engineer added that individuals would be able to call up a
"central library bank" and beam
back, by reflectors, their reactions
to films.
Dr. Peter King, assistant professor of humanities, tended to
disagree with Fuller, saying that
automated education did not encourage creative thinking or a
skeptical, critical point of view.
ROMANTIC FAITH
Speaking vsith an English accent, Dr. King called Fuller’s faith
in automation "the romantic faith
of Americans who feel they can
solve the world’s problems by inventing a new gadget rather than
by depending on more human
ways." The bomb and the electric
toothbrush vvere cited as extunples
of such "gadgets."
Dr. Marvin Lee, associate professor of economics, expressed
concern with the inefficient use
of existing scientific techniques.
He stressed that the problem in
technology lay in its social and
economic adaptation.
Dr. Albert Porter, associate professor of business, favored automated education, commenting that
his own education actually began
after he left college and came to
SJS to teach.
The faculty - student dialogue
suggested that automation would
allow the entire population to be
involved in education. A problem
then would lie in sustaining interest. curiosity and imagination in
learning.
Asked whether an education of
all the masses was needed, Fuller
said that only total education
would "enable all of humanity to
enjoy all of the earth without
hurting his fellow man."

FILMED LECTURES
Fuller opened the seminar by
predicting massive use of educaBy ANNE CARR
aware of the program and, in many tional documentaries within the
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
cases, seem to be afraid of it," near future. Filmed lectures would
Sociology Honors Program aims Putney reports.
free faculty from repeated tasks
to take students "out of the
mass," according to Dr. Snell Putney, associate professor of sociology and chairman of the Sociology
Honors Committee.
Dr. Putney says the four-yearold program reflects a move toward increasing stimulation in educational experiences. Intensified
Two art exhibits scheduled this Art Gallery with displays in modadvlser-student contacts, 15-mem- month will feature works in many ern, traditional and experimental
ber classes and increased student
media from SJS students, faculty ceramics and sculpture.
prirticipation in the classroom are
The SJS Gallery is located in
all elements in this drive toward and American professional artists. the east wing of the Fine Arts
Beginning tomorrow in the li- Building and is open Monday
deeper involvement for the student.
brary central showcase, Delta through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
IN-DEPTH STUDY
Phi Delta, national honorary art and Sundays 1:15 to 5 p.m.
Essentially, the program evolved society, will exhibit student and
to provide more in-depth study faculty works in oil, water colors,
for the student majoring in so- jewelry, sculpture, silkscreen and
ciology. Eligibility for the major crafts.
pmgram is based on an overall
The national art fraternity for
GPA of 3.0. Extra seats in honors juniors and seniors will exhibit
classes are filled by students from vvorks from most of its 20 memother majors meeting grade re- bers.
st rict ions.
The second National Invitational
Once in the honors program, a Ceramics Exhibition will be held
student may take up to five hon. at the SJS Art Gallery, Mardi
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, consultant to the U. S Arrns Control
ora courses starting with Anthro- 14 through 31.
and Disarmament Agency, will speak on "Foreign Policy in a Nuclear
pology 211 arid Introductory SoFeaturing work of professional Age" at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in Concert Hall.
ciology 70H. Beginning in Sep- artists from all over the United
The campus appearance of Dr. Kissinger will be sponsored by
tember, all students in the pro- States, the exhibit was organized the ASB Lecture Committee.
gram will be required to complete by James Lovera, associate proAt present he is also a professor of government at Harvard Unian original research paper which fessor of art.
versity; a faculty member of the Harvard Center for International
Putney compares in some ways
The show will be held in the Affairs and executive director of the Harvard International Seminar.
to "a junior version of a master’s
In the past the political scientist has been a consultant to the
thesis."
National Security Council, a member of the U. S. Counter-Intelligence
Corps and director of special studies for the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
MTITDENTM SHY
One of the aims of the program
"Man’s Control of His Environis more thorough preparation for
graduate work. Putney says stu- ment" will be discussed by R.
SJS’ Newman Club will hose a ne took \own it holds its first
dents being graduated in the SJS Buckminster Fuller, SJS’ first
honors major are "skilled in the Scholar-in-Residence at his third meeting of the year tonight at 8:15 in the Nevmian Center, 79 S. Fifth.
Students will be able to join any of 14 different groups under the
kind of discussion occurring in workshop in a series of six at 2:30
this afternoon in Morris Dailey main organization, Kati Swart, Newman Club vice president, said.
graduate sections."
The list of clubs now in the organization includes: Speaker’s
But, for some reason, younger Auditorium.
Tonight, Fuller will speak on Forum, St. Vincent De Paul, Marion Visiting, Co-Ed Volleyball, Social
students shy away from honors
classes, leaving seats for stu- "Tomorrow’s Church" 7:30 at the Justice, Athletic, Solial Committee. Amigos Anonymous, Lecture
dents fmm other majors. "Our Willow Glen Methodist Church, Service, Tutoring, Young Christian Students, Film Series and Retreat
lower division students are not Newport and Minnesota Avenues.1 Program.

SJS Students, Faculty
Featured in Art Shows
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Natives Stir
At Waikiki
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Editor

JERRY FORD

Advertising Mgr.

We Believe

13 CAROL CARD
"Go ‘4 est. young man, go west!" chants
LBJohnson but the ittvitation is not to
the proverbial Texas barbecue. The executive ortler repeats: "Go West young mutt.
secretaries and foreign aid dollars."
The point of depaiture is not St. Joseph.
Mo., but Los Angeles and Honolulu airports. The "ultimate objective" is not gold
in the hills but a top level assurance that
the U.S. wants peace in Viet Nam to make
life livable for the natives.
Politicians can’t decide between guns or
butter so the chuckvsagon is stocked ssith
slingshots and margarine and the pioneers
are off in a cloud of newsmen’s questions.

A ’Light’ Burden
Emma’s Non: Today’s editorial is the second
in a fiso.ped serias dealing with tho lighting
aroond campus.
In order to get satisfactory street
lighting surrounding the SJS campus,
it is necessary to initiate a special property assessment. This assessment merely means that the property ownens
whose land fronts the streets to be
:lighted will pay for it. This seems only
fair.
Other sections of San Jose have already completed this procedure. pay. ing for their own lights. It does not
seem fair that these people be forced
to) pay for more lights they may never
see.
Before the lights can be installed,
a minimum of 51 per cent of the property owners must sign a petition
voicing their approval of a street lighting measure. The measure would then
be placed on a ballot as an advisory
proposal. This entails a popular vote
of confidence from the voters in the
area to get the lights.
However, there seems to be a holdup in the petitioning. Some property
owners. especially those owning land
occupied by some fraternities on lith
Street, apparently have little or no

interest in getting adequate lighting.
Now whether their reasoning in this
matter is financial or aesthetic, is difficult to tell But, viltatever the reason,
advantages of gooti street
the oh%
lighting outweigh the disadvantages.
There are sections of street near
the campus that have no lighting at
all. A stoplight on the corner might
serve as illumination for the entire
block. Some blocks don’t even have
stoplights. hence even less light.
City lighting experts estimate that
10 mercury vapor lighting units per
square bloek. would be sufficient to
do the job. The financial aspect of
this is not outrageous. Payment plans,
however, will be discussed in a later
editorial.
AS to the question of where these
lights will go, a rough plan may be
shown. The areas needing lights stretch
from Eighth Street to 12th, and frdna
Santa Clara to Reed streets. Not all the
blocks in this area need lighting, but
according to the city director of street
lighting, a good number do.
The burden rests upon the property
owners. It is these people who can
get the lights. which none can deny,
are sorely needed.

The Governor and Mr. George Wallace of Alabama

Doable Issue

Daily Reader’s Dividend
DON SEVRENS
Sotne perrepiive readers receive a double issue of the Spartan Daily each. school
day.
These persons get more than just factual
neus reports. editorial opinions and advertising information. They also derive an
entertainment bonus by reading between

Thrust and Parry

Foreign Policy Views Clash Again
Student Repeats 0 pi ’lion;
Challenaes Rebuttal
Editor:
The would-be rebuttal to my Feb. 23 article
on Rhodesia by Jeeha Abbeyquaye in the
March l Thrust and Parry column shows
little original thought and a naive trust in
some rather questionable things, people and
institutions.
First of all, I object to Abbeyquaye’s implication that the 200 years between America’s Declaration of Independence and Rhodesia’s could possibly make any difference
in the right to be free. It would be sad commentary on "progress" during the past 200
years if such were the case. The principle
of freedom and self-government is timeless.
Then Abheyquaye quotes U.S. United Nations ambassador Arthur Goldberg as an
authority to say that Rhodesia’s government
is inconsistent with "equal rights" and selfdetermination of peoples. I doubt this is so,
but even if it were I can think of a few
dozen countries in this world with whom
the U.S. outrightly encourages trade and
which are so despotic as to violate every
rational concept of self-determination. The
USSR, the Eastern European satellites and
Indonesia are among them.
If Abbeyquaye would take his own advice
and read more prodigiously on the subject
of Rhodesia he would be surprised how
truly humanitarian and equal-opportunityoriented the Rhodesian government is. Blacks
are guaranteed representation in the Rhodesian Parliament, encouraged to attain full
suffrage through education, given more opportunity for education than are Negroes
any other African nation.
In Rhodesia, the Negro standard of living

is much higher than that of the average
black African in any other African country.
Restaurants and hotels are integrated on a
voluntary basis. Legislation to provide the
Negro with advantages over white workers
and businessmen in the economy is enforced.
The only organized opposition to Rhodesian
independence within Rhodesia comes from
radical black nationalist leaders with strong
pro-Communist leanings and outright totalitarian methods of brutality as their means of
attaining power. I only vvish there were space
here to quote to you the wordy but heartrending pleas of the black chiefs of Rhodesia’s largest tribes made to British diplomats in support of Rhodesian independence
and against the terrorist black nationalist
movement.
I hope writer Abbeyquaye will forgive me
if I repeat once again that I think it strange
for the U.S., the "land of the free," to side
with the British and the United Nations in
support of the black nationalist terrorists
against the free people of Rhodesia.

idea of death has any meaning. Americans
are not going to be moved, whether some nut
burns himself to death here, or our soldiers
burn some three-year-old Commie over there.
But this is not to say that we are callous,

merely that our concern is channeled differently. For if a group wished to get the
passionate attention of the entire country,
it would be simple. Let them announce that
they are to monitor Vietnamese news, and
that for each Vietnamese child killed they
are going to drench with gasoline, and burn,
in some public place, a dog. They had better
be dedicated, for most of them would be
lynched, amid cries of, "How could they be
brutal and cruel enough to torture to death
an innocent animal?" This would allow the
survivors of the group to point out that Vietnamese children fall within that category

(Family Hominidae).
I would not do such a thing, because it’s
got nothing to do with me. I’m all right, Jack.
Martha !McCarthy
A31171

AI Mason
Al4702

Writer Says Americans
’Not To Be Moved’
Editor:

Why do the Anti-napalm marchers expect
anyone to pay any attention to them? The
United States is an extremely prosperous
country that never has been invaded, and
within it, human sympathy is constantly
blunted by such things as an intense distrust
of nonconformity, approval of legal means
to success whether moral or not, a high dailv
traffic toll, and a systematic denial that I

NON-STOP
Wagonmasters Johnson. Rusk and McNamara jetted off together for a non-stop
conference on the Asian frontier dilemma.
This tactic was branded -critical" by security people who didn’t want to see all
the prime steers go at once.
Secretaries of Agriculture, Orville Freeman; Labor, Willard Wirtz: and Health,
Education and Welfare, John Gardner
joined the wagon train to visit the Southeast Basin during the off-season for senators’ whistle-topping. Once the trail was
blazed, Vice President Hilbert Humphrey
donned his diplomatic duds.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print loners which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor rev
the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes hare been exhausted.

CHIEF-SCOUT
Freeman, chief scout in seareh of Asian
deficiencies, undoubtedly was practicing
for his reportedly up-coming job U8 roving
ambassador for underdeveloped countries.
t of his escape
Huniphrey made the
from the Johnson shadow and returned
so enthusiastic that Washington wonders
if he might have over-committed U S.
goodwill.
Ambushes are mostly reserved for the
fighting men on the front lines but the
Conestoga cabinet had its share of pioneer
hardships:
crossing largely unpatrolled seas since
Johnson’s decision to confer with South
Vietnamese leaders came on such short
notice that only two Navy tugboats patrolled the trans-ocean route of the Presidential jet.
NOT TASTEFUL
foregoing swim at Waikiki because
the probable press coverage would not be
tasteful back at the ranch where Congress
was in serious debate.
waiting out a Hawaiian hotel blackout
at the height of negotiations. What did
Johnson expect when he completely
shunned local protocol and continually
stripped off the leis of friendly welcome?
Confronting 600,000 National Chinese
troops nsaintained at U.S. expense who sit
itlly by as Americans are imported to fight
their war.
Natives were still restless on the frontier
as the last of the U.S. secretaries rode off
into the sunset to report back on prospects
for future expeditions.

the lines or noticing abuses of language
which twist meaning.
For example, one recent headline read
"Camp Tickets." Some students expected
the story to state that free tickets to boot
camp can be obtained at your nearby
friendb. Army recruiter. Another headline
title "Co-Ree Invasion" may have brought
all kinds of thoughts to draft conscious
students.
FLU BUG
A news story about a talented SJS music
major said she "has studied the French
horn for eight years." We wonder when
she will quit looking at the instrument
and start playing it.
Still another headline was worded,."Class
Absenteeism Mounts As Flu Bug Hits
Campus." It is still not known what kind
of weapon the flu bug used maybe a
baseball bat?
And some poor spelling English IA
students may have been dismayed when
they saw "Wrestlers Close Dual Season."
We agree that athletics are being taken
too seriously and think the administration
should do something about sadistic students after seeing "Jayvee Five Whips
Frosh."
DOUBLE MEANING
The double meaning which "Laymen at
Dorm Dance" carries should be self-explanatory. Suspicions also are aroused by
classified advertisements such as one which
said "Female Roommate Wanted. Nice
unapproved apt."
An advertisement to sell skis states
"Nevada toe lift heel. Used twice. $150."
We doubt the sales price will cover the
doctor bills.
But, some sober individuals (journalism
teachers, for example) do not appreciate
the humor that such double meanings provide.
We also understand that some of the
more-politically-active students would like
to p
this newspaper’s ,writers with
suspension from school. At least, they have
placed an advertisement which reads
"Send the Daily Home for a Semester."
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Spartan Dail, I tee :tots Editor
’The contuoy el the common
man," or ltith century England.
came tu life in College Theatre
Friday night at the premier performance of the Drama Department’s "A Man for All Seasons,"
by Robert Bolt. The Common
Man, as e matter of fact, had
the audience with him from the
moment he spoke his first lines.
Wes Finlay portrayed the
middle-aged, pot-bellied figure
in black tights which, he complained, barely covered his nakedness. From a basket on stage
he drew the props for the opening scene, and then, as other
characters made their entrance,
donned a red jerkin to become
Sir Thomas More’s manservant.
Master Richard Rich, played
by Robert Ryan, and Sir Thomas More, enacted by Stanley A.
Anderson Jr., were persons of
opposite temperament. Rich’s
youth, uncertainty and flightiness contrasted sharply with the
maturity, calm assurance and
intellect of More.
lfith CENTURY FLAVOR
The play was so permeated
with flavor of the 16th century
that the viewer found it difficult
to remember the characters
were students of drama and not
the historical figures themselves.
This was especially true of Anderson’s portrayal of Sir Thomas. His masterful interpretation
of the role made it easy to grasp
the reason Thomas More was
canonized in 1935.
A sense of humor, ready wit
and sharp intelligence, deep love
of God and adherence to conscience were presented realistically as traits of the complex and
great character of Sir Thomas
More.
As he iniie’d from scenes of
the audience
levity to
was with him. Ahsorhed in his
feeling, it reacted instantly
laughing one moment at a clever retort, empathizing the next
as Anderson visibly became taut
with the intensity of emotion in
the following scene.
’BE NOT AFRAID’
To the final scene, Anderson
as More held the audience captive, As he ascended the stairs
to the guillotine, the theater
was hushed and tense. He spoke
to the executioner, "Be not
afraid of your office. You send
my to Gerl" The mood was

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
Serving the students of
7

San Jose State
for 14 years.
72 E. Santa Clara St.
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1,,,,ken only when the Common
Man returned to the front of
the stage to bid the audience
good night.
The stage setting was more
presentational than representational. Its effect was allusionistic in the sense that it used
symbols of the 16th century-velvet -covered chairs, silver goblets and a stairway --instead of
props vitich would have created
the detail of the century.
Costuming was magnificent.
The rich green gown of Lady
(^1331iE,3Y3Pd
4S0313401)VS
Margaret, portrayed by- Miss
Mary Ann Shank, in the first
1:10
0131d
Aani3’kl0
A1001Vr3,N1 110si her
scenes, effectively set off
flame-colored hair and at the
same time presented a contrastSNI3SV3V1Nd)
to the deep red dress of Lady
Alice, played by Miss Judith
Radu. Later the contrast was
shown in the forest green of
More’s fur-trimmed cloak and
the brilliant red of Cardinal
Wolsey’s costume.
The costumes served to show
changes in the wealth and status
of the characters. lVfaster Rich,
arrayed in simple garb in the
first act, appeared in rich lavender velvet by the second act.
On the other hand, rviore’s wife
and daughter, dressed initially in
the rich clothing befitting the
wife and daughter of a chancellor of England, after More’s conflict with the king wore drab
cotton dresses.
King Henry VIII, portrayed
by Steven Trinwith, was dressed
as flambouyantly as was his
mermen
More’s encounters with William Roper, played by Paul M.
Myrvold, showed the friendly,

Tickets Available
Tickets for the remaining. performance% of "A Man for All
tomorrow through
Seamons"
SaturtlaN nights at 8:15 in College Theatre. are available at
the College Theatre Box Office. Prices are 75 cents for
students and $1.50 for general
admission.
and at times not so friendly,
banter between first father and
daughter’s suitor, then father
and son-in-law. Roper enters the
drama as one opposed to the
orthodox Catholic religion, and
More refused to let him marry
Lady Margaret.
In the second act when Roper
had changed positions and become a devout Roman Catholic,
More once again harassed him.
Sir Thomas said he looked like
a Spaniard in his black gown
with a cross about his neck and
that in Spain he "would have
been burned alive during (his)
heretic period."
The production was successful
in presenting the epitome of Sir
Thomas More’s life and in crossing the gap between man’s trials
with his conscience in the 16th
century and that in the modern
age. Robert Bolt took the title
of his play from a Latin quotation which the cast effectively
transmitted as the major theme
of the drama:
"More is a man of angel’s wit
and singular learning; I know
not his fellow. For where is
the man of that gentleness and
affability? And as time requireth, a man of marvelous mirth
and pastimes; and sometimes of
as sad a gravity; a man for all
seasons."

Jazz Ensembles To Aid
Foothill Band Benefit

__Ft,
SENIOR ART MAJOR Alan Eaker surveys the
various parts of the exhibit he and Miss Marcia
Peery, senior gradua+e student are displaying in
the Little Gallery, Art 114, this week. The gal-

SJS Art Students Display Clay,
Painting Selections at Little Gallery
Tsso SJS art students arc displaying a selection of their
works in the Little Gallery, Art
119, through Friday. The gallery
is open from 9 a.m. to noon and
1-5 p.m.
Director Willis Nelson, assistant professor of art, said that
the main purpose of the Little
Gallery is for graduate students
to show their final projects at
the time of their oral exams for
master’s degrees. Some 20 students are now working tovvard
master’s degrees in art this semester.
The Little Gallery is also used
for displaying students’ special
studies, elassmom projects and
faculty shows.
DEFINITE NEED
Miss Marcia Peery, second Semester graduate student, and
Alan Eaker, senior art major,
felt there was a definite need
for presentation of student work
at SJS and decided to set up a
ings in acrylic, a new plasticdisplay.
Both students had projects at
the Saratoga Art Festival last
spring. Eaker is a permanent
member of the Parks Gallery in
Town and Country Village.
Miss Peery vvill display paint base paint. "My main concern
is form and color in dealing vvith
the female figure as a single
unit," she said, adding that her
aim is representation of the

’ON

(no pun intended)

11

VAUGIIN’S
125 So. 4111 Si.
Across from SJS Library
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily
Thursdays open until 9 p.m,
292-7611

GRAD PLANS
Thmugh spheres, cones, cylinders and other shapes, Eaker
strives for what he described as
"art in clay through form."
Miss Peery graduated from
SJS last August with a bachelor’s degree in art with con -

painting. After
central,
getting her master’s, she plans
to teach art at the college level.
SIMILAR DISPLAYS
Eaker began his art studies
at San Jose City College, then
took a year off and traveled
through 27 European and North
African countries to get a wide
range of exposure in art and
ceramics. After graduating from
SJS in June, he hopes to do
postgraduate work in clay to
find new ways of using the medium as an "expressive form instead of a utilitarian form," he
said.
Miss Peery commented that
there is a strong relationship between their displays even though
they are in different media.

Read the Spartan
Daily Classifieds

10% Diwount
with A.S.Ft. Card

HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Where Your VOLKSWAGEN
ow Good Hands
for All
ITS NEEDS
cal! anytime

293-3144
972 CHESTNUT ST.
NEAR HWY. 17 ACROSS
THE FREEWAY FROM FMC
LOOK FOR THE
CAR IN THE SKY
Open 8 to 5, 6 Days a Week

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
By Robert Bolt

A Drama Department Production
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.. March 9 thru 12
Curt:slo 8:15 p.m.

Student Tickets
College Theatre
For Reserations Phone 294-1Q31

’rickets for the Iowa String
Quartet which will perform at
Concert Hall next Friday, March
18, at 8:15 p.m., are now available at the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.
The quartet three violinists
and a violin cellistwas formed
at the University of lowa in
1958.
The performance ia sponsored
by the Spartan Programs Committee as part of the Invitation
to the Arts Classic Series.

cut out for ISRAEL:

Sleeveless
V-Neck
Crew-Neck
Cardigan

lacade rather than female figure as one actually sees it.
Eaker’s medium is clay, which
he explained can have two functions: esthetic expression and
utilitarian form, or pottery. The
body of work he will display is
his interpretation of the various
geometric and industrial forms
of his environment"the touchstones of our society and a representation of certain things we
hold as important."

bOth ilff in their third years of
formation.
Criginally called the SJS
Stage Band, Cannon said the
name was changed to Jazz Ensembles to indicate the band’s
diversification. The band performs "a wide variety of jazz
styles," from Dixieland to contemporary. In addition, the Jazz
Ensembles is comprised of smaller groups which play separately
to add variety to the band’s concerts’.
Jim Lyons, jazz critic and
promoter, will be host at the
benefit concert, said Cannon

Tickets on Sale
For String Quartet

EAD

SPECIAL SALE
ON ALL
SWEATERS
LAST WEEK!

by Jerres Bre,r011

lery is open from 9 a.m. to noon and 1-5 p.m.
Miss Peery’s paintings are done in a new plastic base paint. Eaker’s medium is clay.

SJS Jazz Ensembles, dimeted
by Dwight Cannon, instructor
of music, uill join the Furthill
College Stage Band Sunday at
3 p.m in a ttenetit concert to
raise $5.000 to send the F0311’011
group to the UlliVer40 of Notre
Dame Jazz Festi% al.
The Foothill Stage Band is
the first West Coast college ever
insited to the Indiana festival,
said Wayne Sir it h, Foothill’s
public law mation officer. lie
added that it is only the second
time a junior college has been
asked to attend.
Tickets - $3 for adults and
$1.50 for students
are available at the F’oothill College Box
Office, Los Altos, telephone
948-4444. The eencert will be
held in the college gymnasium
Herb Patnoe, director of th,
Foothill band, attributed the
band’s imitatirn to its "neiiphonic jazz style, a new approach to conzei tizing jazz." 7Th.
bancl recorded a tape uhich VVZI,
sent to Notre Dame. As a result. the Foothill group is on,.
of nine bands from throughout
the United Slates invited to the
jazz festival.
Both the SJS and Foothill
groups have 19 members and
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A secret handshake won’t help you
make VP at General Electnc.

-80
2.

Something that will help move your
career along at a healthy clip is a
strong, steady hand when responsibility and important duties are
thrust upon you. Plus a firm grip on
your special field of interest,
whether it’s marketing, finance or
nuclear physics.
And it won’t hurt a bit if you also

want to strengthen your grip on the
subject that interests you. General
Electric runs one of the world’s
largest "graduate schools," with
courses in everything from advertising to microelectronics. You can
stay on top of developments in your
field by periodically going to school
at G.E.. .. and learning from Co -E

’ prokssors." selected from the
country’s top ranks of engineering,
marketing and manufacturing
experts.
If you v,ant to work and study
and get ahead in this kind of company, this company wants you.
Come to General Electric, where
the young men arc important men.

Progress is Our Most important Padua’

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

75c
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EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS EXPANDS
INTO SAN JOSE AND PALO ALTO AREA
Bay Area Branch is World’s
Largest Raplei Reading School
The Eveign Wood Reading Dynamics Institute of Northern California is now the largest
school of its kind in the world, it was announced by Howard J. Ruff, Institute Director for Northern California.

"In Northern California," said Ruff, "we
have had over 3700 students during 1965. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no school
in this field serving so many students."

1

INFORMATION
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND CLASSES
SEE AD ON
THIS PAGE

BIIMUMNI.!=.-.

INSTITUTE ADDS 59th CITY
TO GROWING LIST IN U.S.

School Teacher Discovers
New Reading Technique

San Jose was added this week to the growing list of cities in which the Evelyn Wood
method of rapid reading is offered. The San
Jose opening follows an enthusiastic response
"I didn’t invent fast over the next few years, she que was developed whereby
to the course in the Palo Alto area.
reading, I just discov- found 50 people who could the average student was
read faster than 1500 words able to learn to read 3 to
The opening of San Jose classes brings to
ered it." These words per minute with fine com- 10 times faster. She taught
19 the number of cities where
SUM
Evelyn
Wood
of
prehension,’ outstanding re- her method at the UniverReading Dynamics is taught.
up the history of the call and great satisfaction sity of Utah for three years,
Some of the other major cities
refining it even further.
development of the in reading.
are Los Angeles, Seattle. san
it was Further studies were conWood ’method. It was She was now sure
faster
than
to
read
ducted at the University of
possible
Diego. Portland. New York,
MTS. Wood’s discov- anyone had thought, but the Delaware, and the first
Kenneth Ruff, reading ex- Chicago, Atlanta. Washington,
ery, 18 years ago, o,r question of how these peo- Reading Dynamics Instipert of the San Leandro D.C.. and Mituni.
the 6000 - word - per- ple did it was not yet an- tute was opened in Washbeen
has
Public
Each student registering in minute reading speed’swered. It took 18 years of ington, D.C. in September,
appointed director of inworking 1959. Since that time Instiany Institute becomes a life- of her professor at the toil and research,fast
read- tutes have been opened all
with "natural"
struction for Reading Dyof Beading Dy- University of Utah ers, before she began to over the country, and many
time
member
namics of Northern Calinamics and may enter any that triggered today’s find the answers. Her quest authorities have accepted
fornia. Mr. Ruff, no relaInstitute anywhere in the overwhelming interest led her to experiment with Mrs. Wood’s basic conclution to Howard Ruff, the In- crecou:ivtrye ,c0free toif charge, and
students at the Jordan High sion. Says Mrs. Wood, "I
in fast reading.
stitute Director, has been
School in Jordan, Utah, would rather teach young
inigniparondvemwoernkt Mrs.
Wood’s
curiosity
deand
where she was the English people to read like lightning
designing remedial
toward further
velopmental reading pro- or his reading skill. Many caused her to look for other teacher and girls’ coun- than anything I can think
exceptional readers, and selor. Eventually a techni- of."
grams for schools in Cali- people who travel have been
their
course
in
begin
to
able
the
for
Oregon
and
fornia
complete it in
past-seven years! At the one city and
another.
time of his appointment he
said, "After seeing the in- In Northern California there
credible results achieved offices in Oakland, Berkeley.
!San Francisco. Palo Alto,
by this method and experiMonterey.
"I’ime?t’’ asand
cueing them in my own’ Information
to the location
no
choice,
have
I
reading,
4
of classes can be obtained
hut to become part of help- locally by ceiling 32T-1991 in
ing others to acquire this Palo Alto.
fantastic sl:ill."

Ileaeirg evnsultant
Appori:ed irllofor
of instc:ueion

Since the founding of Read.’
ing Dynamics in Washington, D.C. in M59, over 150,000 people have had training in the Nood Method.1
The Bay Area Institute.
alone has taught almost
8,000 students. It has grown
from one Bay Area location
employing f o u r people to,1 i,
six fully equipped schools’
employing 26 highly trained
teachers and support personnel.
Many dramatic changes
have b e e n effected in all
phases of the school activity. A new guarantee has
been instituted, promising
to triple the student’s reading speed or refund his tuition. In the last six months,
after several years of research and experimentation by Evelyn Wood, a
whole new training program was instituted, giving
improved r e s u 1 t s, with
heavy emphasis on technical reading and study
techniques. As a result of
,,
these new methods, the
average graduate is now
reading faster than 1500
Howard J. Ruff, INSTITUTE DIRECTO!?
words per minute; less th;in Evelyn Wood, Founder of Reading Dynamics, t.stigratalates
1.5% of the students ha \ i, Howard J. Ruff, No:thern California Institute Director, at 1
of the University
requested a refund under’a receat no ionct1 conven! kl, on recei ;big the award for Dr. Robert Hutchins, former President
and founder of the great books program,
Chicago,
’of
terms of the guarantee.
outstan/ing Reaci;ng Dynamics In:titute of l’?65.
;once said. "To destroy our Western Civilization, we
don’t have to burn all the books. We merely have to
leave them unread for one generation. The principal
problem we have to face today, as the frontiers of
human knowledge are being thrust back, is that this
knowledge is being, committed to print, and it must
be read be:ore it can be used. Acivances have been
made in almost every field o: human endeavor. We
11.111 faster, fly higher, and dive deeper, but we still read
,
"Send me a man who reads," said the Internationa n
r tt
at the same speed that our grandparents did; 300 words
Paper Company in a famous series of public service ion ch ecr.f a’;1!eednli)a) Tilefiliela)1(1:111101’’,. per minute. The shame of it is that this is no longer
ads, and many of the country’s leading corporations of fast madi,,,7, when the ne,,essary. The whole philosophy of learning could be
agree. The sheer volume ofl
,method is machine oriif every person in this country would take the
reading material that mustl
ented, is that most students;e11,:ord
time to use his dormant capabilities. No industry could
be mastered in a typical
,I o s e the acquired skill ’use the same standards and techniques it used 25 years
..le In
WOrk day can swatnp ti
;shortly after leavin...r, 11elePa
in existence. Yet we remain
, go an cl esoecd t o cont’inue
.
average executive or pro- r
Pro-isatMiect with the same old reading standards and
1113chine
le
T
fessional man.
Ivided a pacer for the stu-IIte-hniques. This would be fine if there were no better
dent, fortins!, ---m
hi
PAPER BARRIER
a Read:,-; Dynamics graduate read at amaz1 1.-1vellechnique available. but a major breakthrough in this
faster, but when the mach- tit.
Many companies. large and
" ,Id has oecurred. Victor Hugo said, "There is nothing
a book he has never seen before and then
from
speeds
ing
ine is no longer available.; in this world so powerful as an idea whose time has
small, have availed themhe has read.
detail
the
reverticome
tell
in
student tends to
selves of the services of the
And this is just such an idea. Some day our nato his previous reading pat- .
Reading Dynamics Instito
able
are
we
well
how
en
depend
may
survival
YOki will see a documented film that includes actual intertute, to help them crack the Ralph Frey Jr. came home terns. The Wood Method tional
our young
of
minds
the
resource.
one
Friday
afternoon
four
greatest
our
utilize
teaches
the
student
to
use
with Washington Congressmen who have taken the
Companviewa
barrier."
"paper
ies like Bendix, I3oeing Air- years ago to find he had his hand as a pacer, guid- people. The "New Math" was first published in very
coase.
e r a f t, General Electric, been registered in a Satur- ing his eyes rapidly down much its present form in the 1.890’s. Do we have to wait
’
1 . ’ R d the page, and as his pacer
Genesco, IBM and many d.
You will learn how we can help you to faster reading,
70 years for each valuable new concept to gain acceptothers now have executives ing Dynamics. His mother, is always with him, he can ance? Not if we can help it
improved comprehension, greater recall.
San
Loeducator
in
the
an
retain, and improve upon,
who read several times
faster than the average renzo Schools, had at- his acquired skill.
Senate Leaders Praise Techniques
FAST READING
tended a demonstration of
person.
SENATOR TALMADGE
SENATOR PROXMIRE
In addition to corporations, the Wood Method for a
INEFFECTIVE
Georgia
Wisconsin
many Senators and Con- group of educators and had!
"1 rnust say that this is om of ’It is my opinion that if these
gressmen, including Ed- promptly registered
WITHOUT
GOOD
the most useful education ’taper, techniques were instituted in the
ences 1 have ever had. It cer
public and private schools of our
ward "Teddy" Kennedy, her son. Ralph was undertainly comperes favorably with the country. a would be tha greatest
COMPREHENSION
experience I’ve had at Yale and single step which we could WM
Stuart Symington, and Wil- standably reluctant to give
Harvord.’’
In educational progress."
liam Proxmire, have taken up his Saturday mornings, ,.
Conventional rapid reading courses aspire to 450-600 words per minthis course and reported but he came home from his ’
Reading ts a tvaste
ute. Most Reading Dynamics graduates can read behveen 1,500 and
their results. A great honor first lesson full of enthusiof time, slow or fast,
3,000 words per minute, and many go even higher.
was bestowed on Mrs. Wood asm and he graduated with
reading
increase
in
an
if you don’t underwhen the late President
Kennedy invited her to speed from 430 wpm to ovei
stand what you are
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE --.,o,:::,
1
wpm.
4,000
come to the White House
reading," stated Eveand tra in 10 key members In September of 1965, Ralph
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student AT LEAST 3 times
was accepted for the highIN
of his
lyn Wood at a recent
with good comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any student who,
accelerated program at
teacher training conRaymond College at the
after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least
L’niversity of the Pacific in
triple his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests.
feernce. "If you aren’t
Stockton. Ralph attributes
comprehending,
you
this to his present readiir;
skill, which has continued
aren’t reading."
to improve over the years.
For Further Inlarmation Call
Mrs. Wood also was critical
"The
greatest
Says Ralph,
EVELYN WOOD
of sk imming techniques
improvement I have seen in
commonly used in spsed
the last four years, is in my
resding courses and incomprehension and study
formed her teachers that
skills. The demands made
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES
they must increase compre- ,
upon us at Ftaymond are far
rid. Alto
Sen Francisco
Osklend
8eilieley
Sacramento
Monterey
greater than that of the
hension at the same time
1440 8reedwey 2168 Shei luck Ave.
7015 J St
419 Webster
average college course. We
they are achievirg high ’7 327-1991
welch Rd
69 434
M’rket
0707 SS’
444 3047
444 827 7
5,9 02 i 1
373-1328
must do a fantastic amount
speeds. She said,"Skipping
LEARN NOW YOU CAil AI LEAST TRIPLE YOUR READING SPEED
have been able
of
reading.
I
words
is
dangerous,
as
you
’Si% hundred students beIn September of 1965, Lee Ann Taylor, Stu- don’t know whether or not pormossimeolliminimemorniumssassissimismisamassumili
ginning the Reading Dy- to complete both the renamics course in Septem- quired AND the recommenyou have skipped a word se
TO: Evelyn Wood
ber of 1965 graduated in ded reading by Wednesday dent body Secretary of Contra Costa College, which could charge the.
Dept. K
Readying Dynamics Institute,
November, reading a bio- night each week.
completed the Reading Dynamirs Course. Al/i whole meaning of the sen-I
graphy of Albert Einstein
1440 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
ith an average speed of
BROADENS HORIZONS through school, until this year, she had been! tence. You read five times :
1911 words per minute. In
LI Please send descriptive folder
a honk on satellites and "My life has Been changed relegated to the "Slow Reader" groups and ffEiTt.tin,’ en:cLbtYwrbdyinrge:vdt.7.
outer space the average by this skill, and vast horirite was 210? words per zones have been opened up. maintained average grades only with a. maxi; five t.;mes as many word, it
I understand that I am under no obligation and that
minute. and there was no Not only have I been able mum effort. Her reading speed increased from in the same amount of time. in
no salesman will call.
tatistical loss in comprebenion of either book in to do what I have to do in a 250 words xi. »iinute lo 3,000 words per min-,!Ith. is imposaible to te. II
teh words to skip or disNAME
the beginning and ending fraction of the time, but I ute, and she has intproved front average to
tests. In fact. Nelson -Den- now have time to do what
regard until you have seen
ny test scores showed a 16 I want to, anri I have a tre- honor grades. Through Miss Taylor’s enthu- them all and determined .
STREET
percentile average increase
mendous
advantage
in siastir endorsement a number of her friends,their relative importance
eninprefiens"
CITY
STATE
I and meaning."
’school over ()thin students " have registered for this course.
.11isassumereuenmanalanweennummmasummaulasesimilltamalP

Institute Director Renives
Highe3t National Award

VS

LEADING CORPORATIONS
ENROLL EMPLOYEES FOR
CLASS HISTIHICTION

EDITORIAL

OUR AVERAGE
GRADUATE READS MORE
THAN 1500 WORDS
PER MINUTE!
Over 95% of Reading Dynamics graduates have
increased their reading speed at least three
timeswith good comprehension.
JT1

CUZLEIE

Ma!
DEMONSTRATIONS]
_______
SAN JOSE, TONIGHT (Tues.), 8 P.M.
Hyatt House, Plaza Room

Student From
irst Bay Area., I
Class Still
Improving

PALO ALTO, TONIGHT (Tues.), 8 P.M.
Rickey’s Hyatt House, Marsten Room
Ycii vvii;

Student Body Secretary
Enthustastic Booster

600
STUDENTS
AVERAGE
2,943
WORDS PER
MINUTE

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

mail
coupon
today
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After Stanford

AII-WCAC Honors

Stanford
Summary

kARSITS
440 relay--SJS tHermen, TwoAfter finishing a high-pressure
mey, Bambury, Smith) 41.0; 2
weekend, Spartan trackmen will
mile relayStan 7:51.3, SJS Hoffrelax in the friendly confines of
man. Berridge, Neff, Noel) 8:08.4:
the Spartan track this coming
880 relay--SJS iHermen, JohnS. T. SAFFOLD
week.
son, Barnbury. Smith) 1:25.4; 120
. . . All WCAC
HH Walsh (Stan) 14.6; Mile reSJS went down to the final relaySJS (Hermen, Shackelford.
lay before edging Stanford 101-98
Noel, Smith) 3:13.4; Distant:,
last Saturday in the Stanford ReMedley- -SJS (Shackelford, Noel,
lays, but coach Bud Winter sees
Neff, Hoffman) 9:5’4.9; Shuttle
less trouble this coming Saturday
hurdles- Stan (Means, Wilkins, I
Miller,
with
Walsh) 57.7.
when the Spartamen tangle
SP relayStan 147-01,2, SJS1
LTC at Santa Barbara, Sacramento
144-0, SCVYV 45-10 iStoecker
State and Cal Davis.
Stan, 50-5); LJ relayStan 67"Our victory was one of the
World pmfessional champion
41,2, SJS 66-8’2, SCVYV 63-10%
spirit
greatest displays of team
(Walsh, Stan, 23-31; Discus relay Rod Laver tops the cast for Frithe
had
I’ve even seen, and I’ve
Stan 488-11, SJS 451-5, SCVYV day night’s tennis exhibition in
pleasure of witnessing some good
143-5’2 (Stoecker, Stan, 175-101 I ; the Spartan Gym.
reflecting
in
said
Winter
ones,"
Pancho Gonzales, U. S. Davis
TJ relaySJS 142-7%, Stan 132-1
upon the Stanford meet.
1%, SCVYV 135-1% (Fergus, SJS, Cup team coach and former world
He was referring to the come PV relaySJS 36-0, champ six times, faces Laver in the
through performances of his
Stan no team, SCVYV no team feature match.
charges despite the fact that four
(Eshelman, Stan, 15-0); Javelin
Activity begins at 7:30 when
key men missed the meet.
relaySCVYV 626-7%, Stan 601- pro star Pancho Segura tests
4% , SJS 518- 6% (Conley, SCVYV, his unorthodox two-handed style
Winter felt the Spartans "broke
237-5; HJ relay-- SJS
Stan against Foothill tennis coach Dick
Stanford’s back" in the distance
18-5%, SCVYV no team (Zubrin- Gould.
medley relay, a race in which
sky, SJS, 6-61,2
"We’re really fortunate to get
the Indians were favored.
Laver," according to match proUnheralded Owen Hoffman held
FRESHMEN
off a spurt by Stanford’s Dave
440 relayStan 42.9, SJS (Gass, moter and SJS tennis mentor
Deubner on the last lap to preVan Zandt, Edwards, Talmadge) , Butch Krikorian. The Spartan
serve the Spartan win in the race.
44.6; Mile relayStan 3:28.5, SJS coach expects intense competition
(Fox, Bray, Findlayson, Talmadge) because LaYer and Gonzales have
Spartan sprinter John Twomey
a long rivalry.
3:30.9; Shuttle hurdles Stan
will miss at least two weeks of
FLYING FERGUSSpartan friple-jump ace Craig Fergus set
A little lefthander, Laver de1:00.3, SJS (Van Zandt, Anderaction after pulling a leg muscle
the only meet record of the day Saturday with a leap of 49- 101/2
at Stanford, but 7-0 high jumper
son, Markham, Okamoto) 1:02.1; throned Gonzales and Ken RoseSJS whipped Stanford 101-98.
as
Distance medley -- Stan 10:19.6. wall to gain the undisputed world
Ed Johnson and quarter-nuler Tim __
Knowles am expected to go Sat SJS (Talmadge, Fox, Sarni, Voll- title. He combines a hard-hitting
game with tremendous speed.
mer) 10:25.8.
urday.
Winner of the "Grand Slam" of
Winter indicated that a straighttennis, the Australian netter won
away 220-yard dash might be run
at Wimbleton, Forest Hills and
Saturdaywhich brings up the 0
the French and Australian Champermanent possibility of Spartan
pionships as an amateur. Tennis
sprinter Tommy Smith setting a
immortal Don Budge is the only
A powerful Santa Clara Uni- fielder Rod Austin, who had horn.
world record.
other netter to ever take all four
versity nine, fresh off a pair of runs in each of the Broncos’ vicWith the Nea,011
hill swing, championships in the same year.
victories over Stanford, test Spar- tories over the Indians.
Tickets :are available at the
SJS golfers travel to Orinda
at Municipal
today
baseballers
tan
the
on
the
mound
for
Starting
THE JOKER
Country Club today to take on Cal Student Affairs Business Office
time is 3 p.m.
Game
Stadium.
Bill
veteran
Spartans
will
be
THE PEN
Santa Clara is led by right Schmidt. A right hander, he is linksters in a 1 p.m. dual match. on campus and at Gordon’s Sport
GOTHAM CITY
Coach Jerry Vroom feels the Shop at $1 for students and chilone and one on the season.
Bears will give the Spartans a dren and $3 for adults and reDavis
at
threw
a
three-hitter
He
KAZAM!
strong test, but expects his power- served seats.
to pick up a win in the Spartans’
ful troops to notch another win.
IT’S LABELS! !
collegiate opener, 9-0. The next
Spartan linksters grabbed their
rapped
by
Haytime
out
he
was
Us ’em on your books,
first victory Friday when they
12
hits
and
for
five
runs
ward
papers. tube of toothpaste.
out-drove Cal State at Hayward
as the Spartans dropped a 6-5
anywhere.
decision.
Spa, tan net leis opened dualRoss Randall led VrooM’s boom1000 Labels. SI 50
According to Spartan mentor Ed ers by taking medalist honors with match competition with a slam
Order your labels from:
Sobczak, SJS will start almost
Friday and hope to hand Santa
Spartan judokas completely the same lineup as opened against a 70 over the Sequoyah C.C. layPowell’s Books & Stationery
Clara a similiar drubbing tomorout.
dominated
the
Pacific
AAU
senior
California Saturday.
295-7633
80 So. First St.
All San Jose entries were vic- row afternoon when the squads
championship tournament held at
Veteran Pat Duggan will start torious, with other fine early square off on the courts at 2:30.
OR
SJS last Saturday.
Bob Mttrio led the SJS assault
at fimt base, with letterman Tony showings by Terry Small (77),
Academy Press
Spartans won every weight Hernandez at second. Hernandez Chris Andrews (78), Ken Pickett on Friday against the University
297-8217
390 Auterais
classification except the 176-pound paced the Spartan attack against (791, Jim Troncatty (78) and Dick of California at Santa Barbara.
division. which was captured by the Bears with two hits in four O’Donnell (78).
With a 6-4, 6-3 victory over highlyBill Phillips, competing for the trips to the plate and blasted one
touted George Todd, Murio high__
San Jose Judo club.
lighted the netters 8-1 victory.
pitch over the left field fence that
Parker Honored
Jim Pennington and Jay Lewis, was foul by a matter of a few feet.
Other Spartan winners were
both from SJS finished second
Rodney Kop (6-4, 6-3), Raul ConSI/Art.111 i owl kin. I. !WWII, ParThird baseman Larry Peters and
and third behind Phillips.
shortstop Tom Brandi will man ker vtas named to the 444444 ’table trares (6-3, 6-4). Yit Louie (6-3,
Makoto Ohbayashi won the 205- the left side of the Spartan infield. mention Academic All-American 6-4) and Gordon Miller (10-8, 6-1)
pound classification, Paul Meruttttt laced and the doubles teams of MurioStarting in the outfield will Football squad, it n a.
yama captured the 154-pound di- probably be Robin Tomlin in left, by the College Sports Informa- Contrares (6-4,6-4), Kop-Miller
THE COLLEGE PLAN
vision, Yuzo Koga won the 139- Dave Gigliotti in center and Dave tion Inreetors of America today. (6-3. 6-4) and Louie-Ron Klyce
i6-3, 6-3o.
exclusively for
pound class, Bill Knabke was first Mettler in right.
in the open division and Howard
Gigliotti, who usually bats in
THE COLLEGE MAN
Fish captured the unlimited chamthe number three spot, has swung
pionship for SJS.
a big bat for the Spartans in
Other SJS scorers were Mich! recent contests. Ile had a single
Sengoku, second in the 139-pound against Cal and went 2-3 in the
division, Paul Kodani, third in
Spartans’ victory over San FranPIZZA HAVEN’S
the same class, Dick Peaseley,
third in the open classification and cisco State Friday.
Either AI Taylor or Larry Myers
Keith Pickard, second in the unlimited class.
will be the starting catcher.

Tough Competition
xpected Between
Laver-Gonzales

Baseballers Seek Upset
ver Slugging Broncos

LAM*
INSURANCE POLICY
because
....Guaranteed by a top
Company
....No War Clause
....Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
....Deposits Deferred
until you are out of
school.

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline ... Contact
Frank Hoey
Jim Harget
Darwin Shoop
Tom Cash
ken Omstead
286-6700
1505 So. lath St.

ONE JUNIOR
Swagerty is the only junior on
the squad and led the league in
scoring and rebounding while pacing the Tigers to their first league
championship in history.
Second team honors went to
Dave Fox and Bob Krulish of UOP,
Eric Paulson and Mike Gervasoni
of Santa Clara and Tandy Holmes
of last -place Pepperdine.
Paulson is the only non -junior
on the squad. The Bronco captain
Ls a senior.
No Spartan.s made the honorable
mention list, which included I3ob
Bunts and Rick Adelman of Loyola, Russ Banko and Ben Pope
of Santa Barbara, Joe Callaghan

Don’t
Know
What To
Do Next
WEEKEND
Pick up a
SPARTAN DAILY next
Thursday and see

* Weekly Specials *
TUESDAY’S
laghetti
Side order of spaghetti and
two pieces of garlic bread

s: \la
;
Bruce Parsons uf
Heaney of Santa Clara.
ALL-TI3IER
Saffold became the second leading Spartan scorer in history
Saturday night as he closed his
career m.ith a 30-point effort. giving him a three-year total of 1.050
points.
In till three of his varsity seasons he paced SJS in points, rebottru-k anti livid goals.

’Sacramento Depth
Topples Gymnasts
ARAN ing
Tony’
Coppola again
went for
naught
again - Saturday when
SJS gymnasts were topped by
Sacrament u St ate 162-142.
Coppola grabbed firsts on the
long horse, still rings and ailaround while tying for individual
honors on the parallel bars.
Sacramento depth proved two
much. howeer. as various visitozs
split the remainig honors. Steve
Pleatt led the winers with a floor
exercise victory and a tie with Ciiiipola on the parallel bars.
Spartan gymnasts closed out the
season last night against San Fran:
cisco State, but results u ere unavailable at press tirc.

1,..1 I \

LIVE MUSIC
Productions

1:.1.1111

1.I

The RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
and
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Sat. March 26 at 8 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $4.50, $3.75, $3.25, $2.50
19 W. San Carlos St.

S.J. Box Office

Tennistmen Slam
Couch Netters

...T0^4011-0D.C.OVOCIe

Bob Parks
Student Teacher
says
Bought My

Another honor wis
Spartan basketball ace S. ’1’. Saffold last weekend as he vas named
to the first team West Coast Athletic Conference squad.
Saffold, a 6-4, 204-p(mnd senior
from Stockton, previously was
honored by All-Northern California first team and All -Coast honorable mention berths.
UOP’s Keith Swagerty was
chosen as the must valuable
player of the WCAC, edging USE
first-teamer Joe Ellis for that
honor.
USF seniors Erwin Mueller and
Russ Gumina round out the firs(
team.

Golfers Duel Cal
At Orinda Today

Spartan Judokas
Easily Dominate
West Coast Match

LITV-1

S. T. Saffold Lands

Easy Week for Spartan Trackmen
Battle Three
On Saturday

SP %Tr!’

AKE

TREg.

Min
ƒ61

TRAVEL

CI

Summer Sessioli
5 deparitire- lime 18. 25Inly 2, 9. I

60 DAYS
Open to 111/T11 I If

Pan
American

-IN. Eds

$599

United

Package Includes
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Round trip via Pan Am and United JETS
Transfers round trip
Deluxe apartments for 60 days including maid service*
Circle island tour
Get acquainted PARTY
Tahatian show and LUAU
Your OWN 1966 Chevy II with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This is your car, you just pay
for the gas.
Price bieeil oti two limit

ttttt

for four

MONDAY’S
0"

(Ale

UNLIMITED MILEAGE
Write or call

Take advantage of these specials

for reservations

every Monday and Tuesday.

Opeis daily a1 11:30 a.m.
Corner of 10tli

and William

Restaurant Pt ice

Only

& folder

(Z::::,’

1,..,

Nnnte
Address

297.8000
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

City
Phone

WHERE THE FUN IS ...

223 SO. FIRST ST , SAN 10SE
Limifed Offer

-I’ -I’

.0*

sr’

0

Tuesday, Mardi 8, 1966

IS-SPARTAN DATLY

Bookstore Extends Hours
This Week on Trial Basis

Seminar Rep Job Interviews SJS Library’s New Br owsing
To Speak
Officially Opens; Contains 500
On Campus
June and Sununer graduates

may Mrs for intersien appointments

"We are doing this on a tti.,,
Spartan Bookstore will remain
open evenins% until 7:30 this week basis. Student activity in the eveStudents may find out about
through Thursday, Hany Wine- ning will determine whether or not
an opportunity to spend nine
roth, Spartan Bookstore manager,’
we will continue to stay open
months living and learning in Densaid.
late," Wineroth said.
mark, Finland, Norway and SweWineroth also revealed that the den today.
COr I io’i’ s
HOU 1 l\ i li 11)
STI. 1)11)

1111;11 rate of thefts at the book-tore has subsided in the la.st two
weeks. "However.

,,,i,. i.l, N1,1 \ I III\

;-

1//H\

not too many

students are using the lockers in
front of the bookstore. These lockers will eliminate the possibility
lxxolts being stolen while stud,itts are in the store," he stated.

at ., .1
the ccor her

.
\
wwwwwwwwwWW

Use of the locket’s is free because the 25-cent service charge
is ’,fumed when the student refl.
his books.

ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH
Thursday, March 10
INQUIRY CLASS
Catholic. Church designed
gs from 7-30 to 8,30 p.m.
MATRIMONY
F
fu:ther information or private

,

Miss Barbara Weiss, Scandinavian Seminar fiell representative,
will meet with interested students
in CH122 at 3:30 p.m. to discuss
specifics about the seminar program for the academic year
1966-67.
Now in its 17th year, the seminar program offers American college students the chance to study
in Scandinavian residential schools
for young adults, live with Scandinavian families, receive intensive
language instruction, conduct individual research projects and
travel through Scandinavia.
In addition. college credit can
often be obtained if prior arrangements are made. Previous knowledge of a foreign language is not
required.

San Fornondc at Market

No aPP,;rtme

Miss Weiss will answer all questions concerning application and
qualifications relating to the $1,800
seminar program.
Brochures on the pmgram can
be obtained in ADM234.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
AUTOMOTIVE IV
’6! VESPA 150 SCOOTER. 1966 license.
New paint. Ezcellect condition. $175.
243-3278. between 6 & 8 p.m.
’52 -60DGE COUPE. 44.000 a,,tual
321.3104, evenlogs.
’60 PONTIAC convertible. Power oz.,
ing, automatic transmission. R H
lent condition. $500 or best oiler. 269.
0268.
’60 PORSCHE Conveit.ble. 1965 gear
linkage. l’sl(w vok,qo regulator. Must sac
rifice at 51595. 293-9554.
MG TD with ’53 Studebaker Charnpin,
’;’,C2t1J. Engine just rebuilt.
New pa;
-,fter. 298-0349.
$100_, ;
’64 CHEVY IMPALA
3V,o
VESPA 90

L l

rnik, ;

3828.

.-citop, full power.
;les. $1750. 354

MEN to share Ranch with same. 8 miles
from SJS. Horses. Quiet. $35. 292-1869.
Afer 6 p.m.
I MALE student to share new I bedroom
furnished apt. Pool. 545. 297-6086. After
5 p.m. Mon. & Wed. 10 a.m. Tues.,
& Fri.
TIRED OF APT. LIVING? Beautiful large
4
dr44,1
home. Brand new quality furrt.t.,re. Fireplace. Garage, lots of perking
& storage. 21/2 blocks from SJS. Quiet
[1,0[1. C di 252 4247.
MARRIED COUPLES. Furnished I bed.
rcorn apt $95 per month. Parking.
1,.,
ti;
545 S. I Ith 292.3453.
LARGE PURNISHED 1 bedroom apt. 74
, ; from Engineering building.
,
c ; h. 292.7852.

COZY STUDIO for 2. New furniture.
5,,nny. spotless newly painted. Quiet.
nezz. 1965 mndel. Loc., Ample perking. Close to campus. $75.
$300. Call 264. C1P 252 4247.
;
LARGE NEW HOUSE. 3 guys need 1
’ rnre. 4 bedrooms, 3 bath, electric kitchon, Quiet. $41.50. 259-2654, after 3 p.m.

’65 HONDA 750 CC. F.zol,at
atter 6 p.m.
tion._Phone
4

’SS OLDS 8P,
tires gc ,
2’’
’59 TR-3. .
MOTORCYCLES 65 CC & 50 CC.
’

11111111=1111111111
SCHOLARS ENCYCI OPFDIA.

t,

em. $1_
WEDDING GOWN. I. Masnin or;
Was $225. Now $100. Size 10 fin<
floor ten-itk. 293,3012_ after 6 p.m.

nom,

in

the

Placement

Center, ADM234.

GORDON HALL CONFOR SALE.
TRACT MUST SELL. CALL 293-3832.
GORDON HALL contract for sale. Extra
od discount. Must sell.
",3 9927.
TAHOE SKI HOUSE for rent. April 2.9
Hr1). Sleeps 14. $150. Call
E ,
It 293-9898.
HOUSING CONTRACT. Apt. on 5th St.
ts of semester. $55 total rent.
FABULOUS DISCOUNT on Grace Hell
-..,..t. 3 r; e roommates. Call 293Y Cr)(01 [ ][.

NEEDED. I or 2 girl students to share
br.;nd new large 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt.
PORTABLE STEREO with reverberation. $48 per girl. 298-0423.
71P 0349. George.
Lae .
BEDROOM furnished or unfurnished.
ATTRACTIVE EARRINGS
UNUSUAL
Healed pool. V2 month free rent with 6
t 7 o.m. months
for wholz ; ;
lease. I month free with 1 year
luth,
&
44i;
10,41. 356 5757 or 293.6352.
I
NEAR NEW. Con
5[30 p ro. 25
$/5.
i.OST AND FOUND 161
2550.

Dennis Runyon, Junior biological
sciences major, was the first to
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory; check out a book from the liChem., EE, ME, Physics, Math brary’s new browsing area which
(Computer Science), Physiology, contains approximately 500 hardcover and paperback books. It
MS-ChE and Nuclear Engrg. mawas offically opened yesterday in
jors for positions in these fields.
LN629.
U.S. citizenship required.
Mrs. Opal Clark, wife of SJS
Pittsburgh Phtte Glass Com- President Robert D. Clark, then
checked out her choice, "I Saw
pany; Accounting and ChE majors
Red China" by Lisa Hobbs.
for positions in acctg. mgmt. trainAlso present at the opening
ing program and pr oduc 1 ion
were President Clark, Dr. Stuart
mgmt. training program. U.S. citiSaline, college librarian, and memzenship required.
bers of the library advisory and
Hallmark Cards, Inc.; Bus. Adm., research committees, several of
Marketing, Merchandising, Retail- whom also checked out books.
ing, Econ. and related fields.
Work was first begun on the
Acctg., Math, IE, ME, Graphic
recreational reading collection in
Arts, ChE, Art, Journ. and English
STUDENT LIBRARIAN Miss Joan Gibbons checks out a book
January. The staff book selection
majors for positions in marketing,
to Mrs. Robert D. Clark from the new SJS browsing collection.
committee attempted to choose
financial control, pmduction and
Looking on from left are, President Clark and college librarian
books which might not ordinarily
engineering, sales career developDr. Stuart Baillie. The collection which was officially opened yesbe included in the course of the
ment, operations research, adterday in LN629 contains some 500 hard-cover and paperback
curriculum, a committee member
vanced technical research and crevolumes.
stated.
ative design a.nd editorial.
"We hope to bring the collection
Northrop t’orp.; Aero. Engrg., up to several thousand within the
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
ME, EE and Applied Math majors next month or two," commented
for positions as engineers and Dr. Baillie.
all color
associate engineers. U.S. citizenAt present the collection inAll Interviews are held in the
ship required.
JRS ENTERPRISES
cludes "The Great Comic Book College Union, 315 S. Ninth. St.
Phone 286-5392 evenings
J. Waiter Thompson Company; Heroes," "Playboy Reader," "Sar- Applications, sign up sheets and
MBA (BS candidates only by khan," "The Age of Overkill" and further infonnation may be ob
special arrangement) for positions "The Joan Baez Songbook,’: Inter- tabled in the College Union.
in the account management pro- ested individuals will be able to
A limited number of spaces
TODAY
gram.
check out the books for two weeks.
ss avaitoble
Intramural Hoard; chairman, 2
THURSDAY

ASB Interviews

-eTODAY

Spartan Spears, 6:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., E326.
AWS, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
WEDDING INVITATIONS & stationery.
High quality. Good prices. I week delivAlpha Phl Omega. national serery. Call 269.4810 after 3 p.m.
vice fraternity, 7:30 p.m., ED331.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., ED449.
sERViCES let
American Mkt. Assoc., 6:30 p.m.,
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over social, 7:30 p.m., meeting, Hyatt
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67 House Motel, speaker Russ Coughannually. Dave Towle. 244.9600. Class lin, assistant manager KGO-TV
of ’59.
San Francisco, will speak on "BatFAST, ACCURATE GUARANTEED TYP- man."
ING in my home. Editing upon request.
French Club, 3:30 p.m., Build259-5118.
ing N, Room 2A.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., Hl.
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., CafeTYPING in my home. Experienced, deteria A and B.
pendable, reasonable. 294-1313.
Spartan Orlocel, 7 p.m., CH208.
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER (18) wants
to loin good rock ’n’ roll group. Call TOMORROW
356.2819 or 356.6593. Larry.
Industrial Relations Club, 7
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area. p.m.,
Garden City Hofbrau, Market
IBM electric typewriter. Price per hour
Street and S. Fifth, Lou Timmons,
or page. 245-7999.
California state employment offiEXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses, cer, will speak on
"Employer’s
term papers, otc. Work guaranteed. 378Use of the State Employment Of8577. Jo Vine.
fice."
WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS & REPORTS.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., ED449.
CALL 736-2184.
Phrateres International, 7:30
p.m., Memorial Chapel, pledging
TRANSPORTATION 19)
ceremony, all actives to be presSTUDENT WORKING 2-5 p.m. at Coun- ent no later than 6:45 p.m. Rush
ty Hospital needs ride week days. Call ees and invited guests to be
pres
Elaine Sims. Hoover Hall.
ent at 7:30 p.m.
YOUNG MAN LEAVING for Alaska
Tau 1Delta 1Phl, 7:30 p.m., Cafesoon, need rider(s), male or female.
teria A.
354-3096.
Colie.ge Young Life, 9:45 p.m.,
Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.

place an ad.
Visit the

Classified Adv. Office -J206

Art Planning Conunittee, 4:30
p.m., A139.
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m., CH 240.

Daily
10:30-3:30

Alpha Delta Sigma, professional
advertising fraternity, 8 p.m, Garprior
den City Hofbrau.

Submit ads 2 publications days
to day ad is to run.
LOST. SUPERHOUND. Black male Lab.
THURSDAY
r,d4r with red collar. 298-5417 until 5
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
PART TIME & SUrrrr,r work onnrerning o.m. CY 4.5184 thereafter. Reward.
San 40t40 State Cycling Atasoclacash or check. Meke check out to
interviewing. Now inlerviewirg for tiroSpartan Deily Classifieds.
ited number of men this cempus. Na- FEMALE AIREDALE named Tammy. 10
c.tt., old. Rusty brown & black. Lost
tionally recognized company. Call 371Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465.
near SJS 2/25. Reward. 295-1819.
146 between 2-5 p.m.
HELP WANTED (4)

I NEED 4 STUDENTS ie talk to home
owner, & rndl,e aponintmeets fnr alums,
num awnings. patio covers & screened
rooms. No selling. Transportation furnished from our office at 466 Meridien.
Applicants must be neat & evailable
from 3 to 6 p.m. da’ly. $1.50 per hour
guarantee plus. Call 295-6255 for inter.
view.
DINNER HASHER wattled
M.311 ’,ludo+ Czond fond.
call Lambda Chi, 297.9989.

rA.

u
. ’- -;
i;
’
Must have
car. Non SnIrkor, Over aje. 25 preferred.
Call 258-4988 aftornoons or evnnings.
MALE STUDENTS over 21 with singing
ability to ort
commimity sing,vlong
leader. Weekend,. ’Rnating 20’, Inunge.’
Moonlit, Laces Santa Clara. Apply in
person to George Alton.
HOUSING 1S1
ANN DARLING Apts. I & 2 bedrooms.
No. 33rd & Marburg Way.
ROOM & BOARD. $69. Excellent cnok.
block:. lo SJS. No curfew. Clean rooms
293-4275.
.--- --I OR 2 MALE roornates needed to
share 2 bedroom apt. with me. I. $60.
2. $40. 560 S. 10th. See manager.
FIANISHED I & 2 bedroom apts. fo-r
rent. 121 N. 8th or call 297-5203.
DILUXE STUDENT apts. erenci-new.
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish furniture, Gleetric kitchen. largo closets. $150. 4 pe
sons. $180. 706 S. 9th. 294.9170.
MIN room & board. 10 meals S21 per
week. 104 S. 131h. 2116-1940.

TOMORROW

tion, 12:30 p.m., Seventh and San
Fernando.
Theta sigma Phi, 8:30 p.m.,
JC208.
Chi Alpha, 6 p.m., 104 S. 13th
St.
SJS Student Chapter American
Society of Chil Engineers, 8 p.m.,
E132.
Rho Epsilon, 7 p.m., Garden City
Hofbrau.
French Club, 12:30 p.m., CH226.
A.I.E.S.E.C. Committee (sAM).
3:30 p.m., B31,4a.

1966 Homecoming Committee;
chairman, 2 p.m.. applications now
accepted.
- - -

Club To Sponsor
Spaghetti Feed
Industrial Arts club will sponsor
a spaghetti feed tomorrow, 4:307:30 p.m., in the auto court between the Engineering and Indus.
otrpcia_nl_tAortsthebputiiiii,Itings The feed i,

$89

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE
Paris - San Francisco
July 29.1966 or Aug. 30966
For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges
for information:
Office of International Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Fare: $225

one way

Attention Coeds
Miss San Jose State Pageant Begins
Applications are now alailable for
the annual Miss San Jose State pageant, sponsored by Sigma Nu Fraternity, and tnay be pickeil up in Room
242 of the kilministration Building,
Students Affairs office as well as
Sigma Nu Fraternity House, 148

South 1 lth Street.
Anyone %%Ito has submitted an application or is interested -Itould attentl
an orientation meeting on either
Alarelt 12th or 19th in the Engimsering Building Faculty Lounge at
11 a.m.

For Further Information Phone 297-9976

Brawny new

ROBERTS

BROGUES

authentic every
step of the way

CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Kmmum
Three lines
nne time
3 lines

4

4;1,,

HANDY MAN WANTED. To -1...c1;;;s-,

Pam

Spartaguide

PERSONALS 17)

To

Area
Books

lines

5 lines
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San .1038 State
College, San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

6

lines
Add thts
amount for
each addttional line

Three times F ye times

2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

50

.50

.50

1.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
ClASSIFICATION
O Announcements (1)
CI Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
EI Help Wanted (4)
FI-1 Housing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
C Personals (7)
[ Services (8)
r, Transportation (9)
Name

One time

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

City

Phone

For

days.

Take your brogues
traditionally with the
wing tip that works
itself all the way around.
Take them in smooth black
or black forest or black cherry
leather. Take them grained
in black forest, hickory or black.
Roberts Brogues s15.00 to s25.00.

ARE YOUR GARMENTS
MOTH AND MILDEW
PROOFED?

Wouldn’t you like to be in our shoes?
Most of America is Interns-alone, Shoe Co , St. Louis, Mo.

AND ADD
DEODORIZING ACTION, 1001

Address

Available at these fine s’cores:
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

(Data)

CUSTOM CLEANERS
481 E. San Carlos
between 10fh and I Ifh

Al’s Shoes
221 la Pala
San Jose

Van Lanen’s Shoe Store
14 E. Lake Avenue
Watsonville

Mitchell’s lootery
7t6 BroddwAy
Redwood City

